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Memo: Re-entry Classes - Socializing 101  

The Program and Safety and Independent Living Committees are jointly scheduling a series of 

re-socialization classes to be held at the end of Covid distancing. Multiple sessions will be 

sponsored to re-acquaint Becketwood members with the many social skills that have been 

forgotten in the past months. 

Topics will include: 

-Introductions and light conversation - the basis of face-to-face interaction. 

-Facial recognition in a maskless world - who ARE these people? 

-Becketwood name tags - ten percent of current members have never seen them and do not 

know what they are. 

-Table manners - eating food when other people are eating at the same table - gross but 

necessary. 

-Visiting other apartments - how to do it, how to be comfortable in the presence of others 

-Mailbox checking when others are in the area - how to de-stress and do it calmly and even 

use it as an opportunity for practicing conversation. 

-Loose the sweatpants and PJ’s; what to wear when you go out in public. 

-Can you stay on the sidewalk when somebody approaches from the other direction?  

-Guided tour of common spaces - reacquaint yourself with long forgotten places including 

 -The Windsor and Wellington Rooms 

 -The Game Room 

 -East and West Dining rooms 

 -The Bus 

 - Friday Cookie Hour (who even remembers that????). 

 -Singing with other people; it's not just a Karaoke world anymore. 

We've all gotten rusty, so sign up and polish those long-lost skills! 



The shop has made so many 

wooden mice with cute little 

leather ears and tails, that they 

had to start making wooden cats. 

Many of us have furniture that 

matches our age. Like us, it has 

been nicked and scratched over 

time, but it is still loved. 

The Shop loans out tools but if 

folks don’t know which tool they 

want, it’s always a fun guessing 

game. “What is it you’re trying 

to put together? Do you think 

glue will hold it? Do you have 

clamps? You’re not going to hurt 

yourself are you?” 

NEW HEALTH & SAFETY RULES  
 

1. All drivers 75 years old and over 
who are planning to drive are to 
notify building security and post 
their route on the bulletin board 
30 minutes prior to departure.  
Members will thus be forewarned. 

 
2. Running in the halls is no longer 
permitted after six PM 
 
3.  No kissing in the elevators without 
masks. 
 
4.  No loud rock music and raucous 
parties after 1 AM 
 
5. No peeing behind the trees or 

scratching hindquarters (your own) 
outside unless no one is looking. 

DH 

There was a young man named Ovid* 

He wore no mask so he got Covid** 

He was so week***, he fell on his donkey **** 

Wishing masking was something he did. 

 

*- Apparently named for the Roman poet Publius 

Ovidius Naso – born 43 BCE – one of the 3 great 

early Roman poets. A contemporary of Homer – 

which is neither here nor there, even if true. 

** grammatically incorrect.  You don’t get covid, 

you get the coronavirus covid-19 virus.  “got 

covid” sounds as if he possesses it.  Posession 

isn’t the issue, infection by said virus is. 

*** the word should be “weak” but “week” is 

used to show the folly of English (actually 

American) spelling. Ovid is weak because he “got 

covid” – which as explained in ** above, he 

didn’t actually do, but was infected by. In the 

intricacies/absurdities of English American, you 

“get” Cancer, but “catch” the flu” (not flue – 

which is another word altogether). 

****”donkey” is used here  as a euphemism in 

the place of a proper, if slightly off color word to 

depict a portion of a man (or woman’s) anatomy.  

(Actually “color” – off or on – is not really the 

question.) The intended word can’t be used here 

because the Becketwood code of grammar 

forbids use of the other term in official 

documents.  (See Becketwood Style Manual and 

Communication Rulebook  p. 76. Unfortunately, 

falling on his donkey doesn’t give the correct 

picture of the fall that took place because of his 

weakness. 



New rules for recycling newspapers 
 

Starting immediately, subscribers to the 

Wall Street Journal will be required to 

recycle their papers in a separate bin.  This 

new procedure is being established at the 

request of New York Times subscribers 

who don’t want their papers mixing with 

the Journal because of its political views. 

Subscribers to the Star Tribune will be 

allowed to recycle their papers in the 

same bin with the Times. However they 

will be required to cut certain offending 

editorials out of the paper and deposit 

them in the trash before recycling their 

Stribs. 

The recycling committee had considered 

establishing a separate bin for the St. Paul 

Pioneer Press. But , because that paper is 

probably going  to fold, the committee 

decided that a separate bin was not 

In an effort to eliminate pop-up "bandit" 

clotheslines, Becketwood will be removing 

more ash trees from the property this sum-

mer. 

Becketwood Big Dig 

Grant applications are now submitted for the 

Upper Midwest Archeological Society 

excavation of Mount Becketwood. 

If funding can be secured, this important 

project will begin this summer and extend for 

three years - summer months only - ending in 

October of 2023.  

Preliminary exploration will be done with 

ground-penetrating radar by controlled drones 

(no more dangerous than dental x-rays, but 

Becketwood residents will be advised to 

remain indoors at that time out of an 

abundance of caution). Following that, the site 

will be gridded off into reference squares and 

professional and student archeologists will 

begin the painstaking work of removing the hill 

layer by layer. 

Impetus for the study comes from a Think Tank 

minority report: "Forget that future stuff, we 

just want to know what's buried in that darn 

hill". 

Rumors have flown for years - is it just dirt? 

Construction debris? Or something far more 

sinister??? Stay tuned. 



Egg dispute headed for arbitration. 

The Becketwood Board has decided to bring in an 

outside arbitrator to help resolve a jurisdictional 

dispute between the Food Committee and the 

Building and Grounds Committee.  The dispute 

involves a proposal for a Becketwood-managed 

chicken flock that can provide fresh eggs for the 

Becketwood dining room. 

The Board had formed an ad hoc committee to 

assess the feasibility of the egg initiative known 

as Poultry Options and Opportunities Project 

(POOP) 

But the committee, composed an equal number 

of Food and B&G representatives, was unable to 

agree on a scope of work for the project. 

Communications between members of the com-

mittee broke down when they began hurling in-

sults at one another.  One member of the ad hoc 

accused a fellow POOPer  of having a “scrambled 

brain.”  He responded that she was a “ fowl-

mouthed yokel” who was egging on the commit-

tee to make unwise decisions. 

Supporters of the egg initiative had believed that 

support was building for their cause until Healthy 

Plate Heathy Planet (HPHP) rescinded its en-

dorsement of POOP.  At a contentious meeting, 

representatives from the Vegan Alliance for a  

Plant-Intensive Democracy (VAPID)  succeeded in 

getting HPHP to reverse itself and adopt an anti-

egg resolution.     “Nothing that comes out of a 

chicken should end up on our plates,” declared 

VAPID’s chief organizer, who is known for her 

hard-boiled support of plant liberation. 

Low-Mow is Working 

Approximately 20 weeks have passed 

since the lawn at Becketwood has 

required mowing. Can the streak 

continue? The summer months may 

prove to be the biggest test. 

Pick the Date 

Win fabulous prizes! Sign up on the 

ledge for the special spring pool: Guess 

the date when the first broken sprinkler 

line of the year will be dug up. 



Conflict Consumes the Cat Care Consortium  

The fur has been flying in the third and fourth 

floor cat consortium which normally purrs 

along with shared care and vet visits. The 

altercation that rubbed so many the wrong 

way started with the escape of Pinky Toes, a 

Maine Coon, from her unit. In an unfortunate 

coincidence, Polly, a canary had just escaped 

her unit and was investigating some spilled 

bird seed outside Pinky Toes’ door. A few 

minutes later all that remained of Polly was a 

few tail feathers and a contented smile on 

Pinky Toes. The owners have not spoken to 

each other for the past month.  

Seniors for shots 

A number of Becketwood Members who 

missed out on the COVID-19 vaccination have 

found some new young friends who were 

looking for a way to “jump” the line for 

vaccinations. The Members, through 

advertisements in “Next Door” website, 

looked for a “companion for a day” to 

accompany them to their COVID-19 

vaccination and qualify for a shot themselves 

as senior companions. Becketwood Member, 

Ester Snowgren, said she met a very nice 

young man who treated her to lunch after 

getting his shot thanks to Ester. 

Alarming Books  
With the uptick in reading during the 
Covid pandemic, Becketwood Library has 
been busier than ever.  Mysteries have 
proved particularly popular, causing long 
waiting lists for new arrivals in a series.  
Sadly, some Members can’t check out an 
anticipated good read because, though it 
is listed as on the shelf, it is NOT on the 
shelf.  Some books wander off. Search 
parties are formed, frequently to no avail.   
 
In the interest of solving the mysterious 
disappearances,  librarians have secured 
Bibliotrack, a new technology to corral the 
delinquent books.  Miniature chips will be 
placed in the spines of all books.  An alarm 
will sound when the books reach the 
perimeter of the Library.  If books should 
somehow get beyond the set limits, a 
Round-Up feature can be activated which 
will locate the apartment where the book 
is hiding.  First offenses will be kept 
confidential. Additional offenses will be 
posted on the Library bulletin board.   

This seventh annual Becketwood Timer is published 

by the Becketwood Alternative Communications 

Committee which accepts articles from all who 

want to have fun. 

Editor and Writer: Bob Kirk 

Graphic Designer: Susan Clip Art 

Contributing Writers: Doug Herron, Helen Grant, 

Joel Mortensen, Iric Nathanson, Wayne Tellekson, 

Steve Schuller, Carol Spearman, Rich Brown, Ray 

Mikkelson, and Candace Barrick 

Some see things as they are and say why. I dream of 

things that never were and say that would make a 

good story for the Becketwood Timer. 



Pooches and Security 

The Buildings and Grounds Committee is also 

considering a change in the policy about the 

size of dogs allowed.  Concerns about security 

have been reviewed and they have ranged 

from recommendations for a couple more 

inexpensive cameras  connected to phones of 

the staff to drastic measures of entry gates and 

armed guards.  Taking a middle position, the 

policy change would be to welcome members 

with larger dogs, up to 80 pounds. A condition 

of acceptance would be that both owners and 

the animal in question have the following 

characteristics: 

    Discernment - Must be able to discern 

whether a person on the grounds is a member, 

visitor or an intruder. 

    Willingness - Must be willing to undergo 

diversity training 

    Aggressiveness when appropriate - Owners 

must train their dogs to bark loudly, when 

required and not wag their tails with 

friendliness at inappropriate times 

    Commitment - Must be willing to patrol the 

property after dark on an agreed upon 

schedule 

The "dog door" concept was prompted by 
the recent Board decision to reduce hallway 
canine traffic by allowing the addition of dog 
doors in any units on the first and second 
floors. Units on the second floor will also 
have a playground slide so Rover (and 
owner) can zoom down to the lawn. That's 
right; while many of us are looking forward 
to reducing our use of Zoom some will be 
looking forward to adding a bit of zoom to 
their daily lives. Maintenance will begin 
adding doors and slides as weather allows; 
dogs will be allowed in second floor units 
once installation is complete. To get started, 
fill out a maintenance work request form. 
When specifying the size of the dog door be 
sure to consider your girth as well as Spot's. 
Maintenance will not be responsible for 
other parts of this project, but you want to 
add an owner-sized harness plus a winch so 
you and you and your dog can swoosh! back 
up to your unit when the day's business is 
complete.  

Attention Dog Owners 

Effective April 1 Becketwood will change 
from a weight limit for dogs to an easy-to-
understand size limit, similar to the 
maximum package size limit used by the US 
Post Office. The new limit will be 72" length 
plus girth. Length is measured from the tip of 
the nose to the rump (the tail is free, as it 
should be).  Girth is the perimeter of a 
rectangle as tall as the highest point of your 
pup's ears and as wide as the shoulders (or 
belly, if pooch has been packing on the 
Purina). Think of it as the size of a dog door 
Fido could race through at full speed without 
ducking. 

GB 



EVs to the Rescue 

Becketwood planners have been 

grappling with whether to replace the 

existing back-up electrical generator or 

to rely on an off-site service to provide 

a back-up generator on short notice.  

However, a solution has been found.  

Electric vehicles (EVs) can provide that 

capability.  The planners propose using 

the estimated $100,000 required to 

replace the generator to provide $1,000 

grants to the first 100 Becketwood 

Members who would replace their gas-

driven vehicles with EVs.  The cars will 

be connected to the electrical 

connections in the garage for vehicle 

charging and done in a manner to 

provide backup electrical power if 

outside power is interrupted. 

APE 
The ventilation report from APE 
recommends the addition of 
needlepoint bipolar ionization. You 
would think that needlepoint is difficult 
enough without adding the bipolar 
element. Then add in ionization and 
everything gets broken into pieces 
anyway. What are they trying to do to 
us? 

Becketwood will hire clowns to improve 
Member health. 

 

Why spend precious resources on clowns? 
1. Researchers at the University of Maryland 
Medical Center in Baltimore have found that 
laughter helps healthy function of blood vessels 
to increase blood flow. 
2. Scientists at Vanderbilt University in Nashville 
have discovered that a daily dose of chuckling 
can burn up to five pounds of fat a year. 
3. Researchers at University College London 
found that hearing laughter triggers a response 
in the brain that's activated when we smile. 
4. According to a Mayo Clinic advisory on stress, 
a good belly laugh stimulates your organs, 
soothes tension and tummy aches, impres your 
immune system, relieves pain and increases 
personal satisfaction.  
5. The field of study, known as gelotology, has 
stimulated an international network of laughter 
clubs.   
 

The Becketwood yoga group is so happy to 
meeting in person again, they have decided to 
add 15 minutes of laughter yoga to every 
session.  We expect some of the Becketwood 
Book Clubs to follow this growing trend.   
 

When the Becketwood Board of Directors 
looked at the science they decided immediately 
that they wanted to be on the right side of 
scientific research.  Therefore, the Board is 
developing a request for proposal to hire 
resident clowns.  Members may sign a release 
of information and a clown will come to your 
door.  They will use a secret knock that you will 
learn in advance.  If you are ready and have 
been fully vaccinated, you may let them enter 
your unit for a 15 minute laughter session.  All 
clowns will have been fully vaccinated and will 
have memorized the Becketwood A to Z manual.  
CB 



      

Matching Game. Match a place or person or activity from column A with 

an effect of the return to Normalcy in column C 

Column A Column B Column C 

  Answers   

A. Lone Ranger A ___ 1. Eating a meal in the Wellington 

B. Wedding B. ___ 2. Committee meeting without ZOOM 

C. McDonald’s C. ___ 3. The Day the Masks Came Off 

D. Legislature D. ___ 4. Get on the Bus; Excursions are back! 

E. Leif Erickson E. ___ 5. Workshop at 10:00 AM 

F. Fairview South-

dale 

F. ___ 6. Choir Practice 

G. Angel Chorus G. ___ 7. “Your Grandma is in Room 714 

H. Man Cave H. ___ 8. Movie and Popcorn 

I. Bradshaw Funeral 

Home 

I. ___ 9. Catching the Bride’s Bouquet 

J. Family Gathering J. ___ 10. Cookie Cart 

K. Giving a hug K. ___ 11. I can’t believe he’s gone. He was fine last 

week 

L. I’d like A & BP L. ___ 12. Not just takeout 

M. Real Estate 

Agent 

M. ___ 13. You bring pie for Thanksgiving 

N. Sweet Martha’s N. ___ 14. No Social Distance 

O. The Riverview O. ___ 15. Waiting List Member Tour 

Answers will be given in the next issue of the Becketwood Timer. 


